Individual Technical Contribution Proposal

I accept individual personal responsibility for achieving the following technical requirements (list Requirement Numbers (RXXX, GPRXXX, SOW page/paragraph numbers, and/or relevant Formula EV rules sections...):

R002h: I am personally responsible for the car Drive Mode
R003b: I am personally responsible for the GLV Safety Loop
R004a: I am personally responsible for the Cabling
R003f: I am personally responsible for the car Throttle
GPR003: I am personally responsible for the general project requirement of “Reliability”

I accept individual personal responsibility for providing the following deliverables (list Deliverable Numbers (DXXX...):

D005: I am personally responsible for the Acceptance Test Report.

Name (print): Timothy Andrews
Cell number: SEE SHEET
Email address: SEE SHEET

Signature SEE SHEET Date 02/02/2016